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Writing Revision Term 3 (2nd assessment and Final Paper Exam 
2024) 

Places Environment Science 

desert sunny mobile phone 
supermarket windy quick 

beautiful to look after television 
crowded dangerous temperature 

countryside  history 
  drive 
  modern 
   

Part 1        Free Response Opinion Question (5 Marks) 
What do you think about having a special place?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

What do you think about living in different environments? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

What do you think about new gadgets and devices due to science and 
technology? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 Part 2        Free Response Plan Question (5 Marks) 

Produce a plan to the given essay prompt: 

Produce a plan of your desert trip activities: 

 Produce a plan of your special place activities:  

Produce a plan of your best invention in science: 

 

 

I thinkin my opinion

I think having a special place is important to spend nice time with friends family. 

In my opinions the living in different environments is a nice idea to live the atmosphere of each one like living in a quite peaceful place like the countryside or living in a modern busy place like the city. Also the desert is a good place to relaxion. 

In my opinion the gadgets has advantages and disadvantages. they help people to communicate by phones and computer. also watch  good videos and also help us with homework. But if you spend long time it will be not useful.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 3   Write an extended text in response to the given essay 
prompt and three bullet points:     (25 Marks)                  (50 words) 

Write about your trip to the desert: 

Write about a special place you liked. 

(Write a paragraph) 
You must include: 

 Where and when did you go? 

 How long did you stay there? 

 Equipment and tools you need for these activities. 

 

 
 

  

Desert trip activities

Where?

The Liwa desert

when? how long?

Last holiday

one night

with who? How you got there?

my familyby car

equipments and tools

tent - food -waterwood- torch- pack back

things you sawand things you did

camels - insects

barbeque - climbing the mountainstaking photos

likes dislikes



 What did you like and didn’t like there? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................  

Write about a special science invention you like. 

(Write a paragraph) 
You must include: 

 What is this invention? 

 Why do you think it is the best? 

 Its benefits for people and its disadvantages (harmful effects). 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................  

Task 

 Completion 
Organization Grammar Vocabulary 

Spelling and 

Punctuation  
Total 

5 
5 5 5 

5 
25 

      

 

Last school holiday, I went to the Liwa desert with my family. We stayed there for one night.

Have you ever been to the desert? 

We went to the desert by car. We stayed in a tent under a big tree. We took some food and water,Also we took some wood to make a campfire to have a barbeque. Torch was important at night. 

I climbed the mountains with my father. It was very high but the view was so amazing. we saw a camel and we had a ride It was terrifying in the beginning but I like it. I saw some insects but we used the insect repellent to keep them away. I liked the view and the desert animals. but the worse thing was the hot weather. It was a fun day. I advise my friends to visit Liwa desert.

Robots



Part 4: Read the text and answer the question: Use full sentences                                             

A Trip to the Zoo 

One day Sara and her friends went on a school trip to the zoo. They were very excited, they 

had never seen real animals before. In the zoo they saw lions, tigers and leopards moving in 

and out of their artificial caves. It was such fun! All the children were enjoying themselves. 

Then the teacher asked them to have some rest. Sara and her friends took a seat on a bench 

and opened their lunchboxes. Suddenly they heard people shouting and crying.  

Question 1: (Inference) 

What happens next? Use full sentences.  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
...................................................................................................................  

 Question 2: (Justification) (3 marks) 

Why do you think this will happen? Use information from the text to support your answer.                                                         

……………………………………………………………………………………………………..................................................

.......................................................................................................................................................... 

A lion escaped from the cage and attacked the people

Because the writer said '' Suddenly they heard people shouting and crying''


